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Introduction 

This paper proposes that the embedded routines and temporal rhythms of local government life, 
with its committee meetings, formalised consultations, standards regimes and monthly councillors’ 
surgeries, have been challenged by citizens’ use of social media1.  The ‘specific affordances’ of social 
media (Enjolras et al, 2013), such as accessibility, connectivity and speed, make it possible for 
citizens to disrupt those routines, opening up new civic spaces and possibilities for change. 

The paper begins by using social movement theory to bring new insights to bear on the challenge 
represented by social media. Perspectives from new institutionalism and social movement theory 
are harnessed to consider the variety of responses to that challenge. The paper examines how the 
institutional ‘incumbents’, that is councils, councillors and officers, are either resisting or adapting to 
the contentions of social media.  The paper then goes on to explore the forms of that resistance or 
adaptation, particularly in relation to the traditional systems of control within councils.  It is argued 
that the historic systems of holding councillors to account have been weakened considerably by the 
contentions of social media and have not yet been securely replaced by a framework of new rules, 
practices and narratives for councillors (Lowndes and Roberts 2013:16). 

The enabling and constraining features which appear to be influencing and shaping the use of social 
media by councillors are illustrated using material drawn from a survey of one hundred local 
government monitoring officers in English local government as well as forty interviews across four 
case study councils. Facebook and Twitter are the main social media platforms included as they are 
the primary interactive and ‘conversational’ media (Shirky 2011:6) which carries the day to day 
interactions between councils, councillors and citizens.  Those platforms are not, it is argued, 
especially well designed to carry the grand narratives of politics, but it is argued that they do suit the 
everyday exchanges of citizenship and political life which make up the institutions of local 
government, about everything from refuse collection to school meals.  It is also worth noting in the 
introduction that the focus of this paper is on ‘between elections democracy’ (Esaiasson and Narud 
2013).  Excluding major political events such as elections allowed a view of every day practices as 

1 Social media describes a number of different types of interactive media such as Facebook or Twitter that 
enable users to create content and engage in networking. Whether social media is singular or plural in its 
usage is still being debated.  In this paper the term social media is used both as the plural form and as a 
singular collective noun. 
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well as new or developing norms in social media without the distorting features of campaigning or 
intense vote-seeking behaviour. 

It is argued that the evidence gathered in the study points to councillors becoming more aware of 
the utility of digital modes of operation in their representative and party roles and gradually more 
agile in their operation of digital forms of engagement with citizens. The paper concludes that the 
changes which are already evident in the practices of early adopters represent a particular stage in 
the construction of a ‘shared view’ of social media in councils (Campbell, 1997) which is likely to lead 
to institutional change.  The practices of the early adopters may prefigure the emergence of some 
new organisational archetypes (Hensmans 2003:355) and, it might be expected, ultimately some 
new rules. 

Social media as a social movement? 

Why might it be useful to look to social movement theory in considering the changes in local 
government which might be brought about by social media use?  Social movement analysis had its 
roots in the studies of race, feminism and protest campaigns in the United States (Davis et al 2005).  
Early explanations of social movements centred around the ‘social strain’ model, where discontent 
and alienation led to the emergence or eruption of a social movement. Other explanations 
emphasised the ‘resource mobilization’ model, where access to different types of resources, such as 
funding, human capital or organisational skills (Zald and McCarthy, 1987) have created opportunities 
for movements to arise.  Neither of these models work particularly well when applied to social 
media use by UK local government; there is no ‘ism’, no single issue and no organised campaign.  It is 
to later perspectives on social movements that we must turn to provide some insights into social 
media and local democracy. 

Those early models of classic discontent and resource mobilisation as explanations for change began 
to lose their initial explanatory power in the 1980s as scholars moved away from the study of single 
issue campaigns and sought to understand wider and much more diffused societal movements such 
as environmentalism. Researchers such as Costain and McFarland (1998:3) began to see social 
movements more generally as about challenging existing perspectives and disrupting normative 
order, bringing about change in the status quo and leading to the development of new norms.  In 
this construction, incumbent institutions and organisations, such as councils or political parties, try 
to shape or constrain challenging movement behaviour. Tarrow (1998:21) coined the term 
‘contentious politics’ to redefine social movements more widely; he argued that any major change 
process, linked to politics, in which non-institutional actors make claims on institutional actors that 
would affect those actors’ interests, could be described as a social movement. 

McAdam later argued that this definition of social movements was too broad and ill-defined, 
covering everything ‘from peyote cults to revolution’. He developed a new perspective on social 
movements, restoring concepts of power in change processes and arguing for a ‘political process 
model’. He argued that: 

‘What marks social movements as inherently threatening is their implicit challenge to the 
established structure of polity membership and their willingness to bypass institutionalised 
political channels.’ (1982:25) 
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Building on the earlier models McAdam contended that the success of social movements in bringing 
about change was dependent on the availability of ‘political opportunity structures’, i.e. how open or 
closed institutions are to change, on the capacity of members to act, on the availability of an 
infrastructure that can be utilised, on the presence of incentives for participation and on the 
existence of what he termed ‘cognitive liberation’, the development of a shared collective sense 
(and language) about how existing systems might change (McAdam 1982:48).  

More recently scholarship on social movement theory has begun to overlap with theories of 
organisational and institutional change.  Schneiberg (2013), Fligstein (2013), Schneiberg and Soule 
(2005) and Lounsbury et al (2003) have all carried forward the case for a convergence of social 
movement theory and new institutionalism. They have harnessed ideas about the mechanisms for 
change, such as diffusion, political conditions, mobilisation, borrowing and innovation, to illuminate 
the ways in which social movements shape and fuel wider ‘social change and the institutionalization 
of practices that would otherwise not occur’ (Schneiberg 2013:653).  

This convergence of thinking about social movement theory and new institutionalism provides a 
different frame for understanding the issues of structure, conditions, culture and power that emerge 
from the challenge of social media.  Using these more inclusive definitions it is contended that social 
media represents an implicit challenge to the existing repertoires of local government and to the 
‘defenders of existing institutional authority’, the incumbents. One of the main challenges is the way 
in which social media contests or bypasses the ‘proper channels’; the monitored and controlled 
rules, practices and narratives that shape the daily life of councillors.  

It is argued that there is a repertoire of behaviour enabled by social media which is different from 
the existing modes such as meetings, written representations and formal interactions between 
citizens and councillors.  Social media is distinguished by features such as informality, speed, the 
blurring of personal and political identities and by its operation largely outside the formal rules and 
practices which have traditionally shaped political life at the local level.  The study showed that 
citizens are making claims on councillors’ time and attention using social media, for example by 
tweeting to them during council meetings, and that councillors are responding in a variety of ways. 

The use of social media has also brought forth a new language which can be described as outside the 
mainstream of local government; a language which is often extremely informal in contrast past 
practice.  Its informality represents a real challenge to existing practices for incumbent institutions 
and actors (Hensmans 2003).  Here is an example of the opening and closing tweets from a London 
borough’s (anonymised2) Twitter account: 

@lansbury_council: Hi all, Jo here. I'll be looking after #Lansbury twitter til 5.30 this avo 

@lansbury_council: Bye all, I'm off to the circus @southbankcentre :) Have a great wkend, 
we'll be back Monday AM. See http://t.co/aLLL1OXl6 for info. Maggie 

It is interesting to note, in relation to the language used by social media practitioners, how the 
language of protest is sometimes harnessed by councils’ communications and public relations 
officers in their descriptions of their own work.  Evoking the language of recent protests such as 
‘Occupy’, they describe their meetings and conferences as ‘hackcamps’ or ‘unconferences’.  

2 All quotes from interviews and extracts from Twitter are anonymised. 
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More importantly than the language used perhaps is the response of councils and of councillors to 
the challenge represented by social media.  The increasing use of social media by citizens to engage 
with their council and their elected representatives calls forth a set of responses from those 
incumbents. Those responses are ranged across a spectrum; from denial and resistance (active or 
passive) through token adoption and accommodation to ‘strategic adaptation’ and incorporation 
(Koopmans 2004).  

The utility and potential explanatory power of this approach is further illustrated in the rest of this 
paper, which is structured around the challenges represented by social media, the ways in which 
those challenges are resisted as institutions try to limit and constrain the actions of councillors and 
the adaptation and incorporation which is emerging from ‘doing’; the everyday practice of 
councillors. 

Challenge and resistance 

What is the challenge of social media in local government?  The challenge for those charged with 
service delivery is very clear.  In a relatively short period of time citizens have grown to expect 
information and service transactions to be delivered electronically.  Councils are using social media 
to keep citizens informed about road gritting, leisure opportunities, forthcoming meetings and 
changes to services. Information about building closures is provided in real time and fault reporting 
online has become commonplace with complaints about service failure being dealt with more 
speedily and through Twitter, Facebook and external sites like FixMyStreet.  

The picture regarding the core democratic processes within the council and the conversations which 
councillors have with local citizens is much less clear.  The distinction between the transactions 
which take place between residents and council officers charged with service delivery and the 
dialogue between elected representatives and citizens is an important one.  If elected 
representatives are using social media as a way of articulating residents’ problems more effectively 
then the role of the councillors is likely to be diminished to that of a service provider. Copus argued 
that the role of the local representative should me more than this.  Attributing the continued 
diminution of the roles available to local councillors to a rise in network governance, outsourcing 
and to the dominance of New Public Management (NPM) he made the case for a reappraisal of the 
role of the councillor as: 

‘Inextricably linked to but also separate from any service provision function held by local 
government in its purpose as a governing and representative role with a democratic 
mandate of its own’ (Copus 2014:1).   

The challenge of social media to elected representatives, it is proposed, takes two forms.  The first is 
the challenge to the existing systems of accountability within local government, the rules, practices 
and narratives which seek to constrain the behaviour of councillors and hold them to account.  The 
second is the challenge to the archetype of the role of the locally elected councillors, the 
incumbents. (Hensmans 2003:355). 

Turning first to the challenge of social media to the systems of accountability in councils, it is argued 
that there are two stages in controlling and shaping councillors’ practices and behaviour, ex ante and 
post ante. These constraints can take both formal and informal forms. Councillors are expected, in 
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their roles as agents of the council or the party, ex ante, to abide by codes of conduct, to observe the 
rules of the constitution and the related standing orders and to be guided by precedent. In addition 
they are generally expected to adhere to the unwritten understandings and the ‘way we have always 
done things around here’ practices of that particular council: its organisational biography (ref).  If 
councillors transgress those norms then the sanctions which come into play post ante include being 
reported to the local standards committee. The local committee may impose penalties such as 
censure or the withdrawal of facilities, being disciplined by their political party or the councillor may 
simply be advised, informally, by the council’s monitoring officer. Social media, it appeared, had 
opened up new and potentially dangerous ground for councillors through their online public 
utterances, particularly in relation to the blurring of the personal and the professional/political, 
which is such a dominant feature of social media (Enli and Skogerbø (2014). It is worth quoting here 
a letter to councillors, written in 2011, from a council officer trying to make the distinction between 
the personal and the political: 

I have attached for your information a copy of the guidance from Standards for England and 
would advise that you seek to maintain a clear distinction between your private capacity and 
that of your official capacity when using social media.  It is also worth drawing to your 
attention that even the use of a disclaimer in a private blog, which states that any comments 
are not made in an official capacity, will not necessarily prevent breaches of the code being 
found. (Monitoring Officer, London borough) 

That distinction is increasingly blurred in social media. Some of the ‘produsage’ or content creation 
(Bruns 2008) of local politicians, it could be argued, stretches the boundaries of what might be called 
politics in any formal sense (Rosanvallon 2011). Dahlgren speculated that social media afforded 
politicians to construct their own online identities: ‘People strategically enact their identities, 
adapting different modes in different contexts, and they fine-tune the performances by monitoring 
the reactions of others’ (2013:141).  His work has echoes of Giddens (1991) who wrote of identity as 
being always open for revision.  Social media gives the kind of instant feedback which allows that 
kind of reflexivity. It is argued that the traditional rules and sanctions which sought to define and 
control that line between the personal and political are under attack and that they represent ‘old 
rules’ which are no longer useful in assisting incumbents to manage the contentions of social media. 

The challenge of social media to institutional control mechanisms is also evident in the area of 
management of political communications.  Traditionally, sending letter to newspapers for 
publication or making press statements had to be agreed in advance and ‘signed off’ or at the very 
least seen by the council’s press department or the party.  In most council’s constitutions, which are 
based on the same initial model constitution provided by central government, chairs of scrutiny 
committees cannot speak to the press without prior approval. Council constitutions also lay out, in 
considerable detail, which councillors can speak at council meetings and this is augmented by the 
practices and use of the whip in the different political parties (Copus 2000:88).  

 The conversational nature of social media such as Twitter and Facebook, the most widely used 
social media in local government, has released some councillors from those constraints. Those 
councillors, those institutional actors, are engaging in institutional resistance (Lawrence 2008:173) in 
order to limit the constraints of the institutional control. The convention about getting statements 
‘signed off’, for instance, is being subverted: 
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‘I don’t remember that ever happening.  We are supposed to relate to officers there if we’re 
ever asked for media comment, we’re meant to direct them to the media office.  But with 
social media … it’s all kind of collapsed hasn’t it.  (Scrutiny Chair) 

A tweet has to be done then and there.  Tweeting about something you did yesterday is of 
no real consequence to anyone I don’t think….With writing letters you do have time to think 
about it, re-read it, get somebody else to have a look.  I don’t think anyone would ever 
suggest, oh can you check my tweet for me before I send it out, that would be a very weird 
conversation.  But with a letter you might just, you know, pass it round, is there anybody 
else in the group that has a view on this?  (Backbench opposition member, London borough) 

There was also the issue of who was permitted to be the voice of the council online and this posed 
particular problems for officers in politically restricted roles. The personalisation of social media, for 
them, represented a risk to their political neutrality. One officer in a case study council spoke of the 
difficulty of managing social media output in the ‘voice’ of the council for officers who had not had 
clerking training: 

And [Wayne’s] tweets were superb, in terms of walking that line of, you know, repeating 
what a councillor had said and then summarising and repeating it.  And he’s a Democratic 
Services Officer, that’s what he does for a living, and it really came across well.  I had a 
couple of Scrutiny meetings the next night and I was paralysed by fear of trying to do that.  
The issues were a little bit more sensitive but ultimately, … the Chief Executive [was] there 
and we hadn’t cleared it with him or really done a full debrief on how the call in one went. 
(Head of Scrutiny) 

In this council committee clerks tweeted from meetings: their involvement revealed a form of what 
might be described as token adaption or path dependency. Paper practices were being relocated 
online without change and officers were revealed to be transferring their old practice of writing out 
skeleton drafts of minutes before the event to tweeting: 

And I think that’s one thing that I learnt most from the Democratic Services people, you 
know, they write out most of their tweets before the meeting.  So it’s just a case of copying 
and pasting them. (Head of Scrutiny) 

Pratchett et al (2004) uncovered similar path dependency in their study of the development of 
council websites; councils were merely transferring paper-based systems online. As Hepburn noted 
in his examination of the use of social media in the debate on the road congestion charge in 
Manchester, officers were finding the new modes of operation particularly challenging: 

The problem for local government is that the nature of this online discourse was so 
asynchronous with normative views of what constitutes civic engagement that it was hard 
for them to trust or quantify any political or democratic value to this type of participation. 
(Hepburn 2012:383) 

Others spoke of ‘tickings off’ by managers for social media output considered to be inappropriate 
and in two of the case study councils most employees were ‘locked down’ in terms of their access to 
social media in spite of prolific posting and tweeting by the ‘elites’, in this case the leaders of the 
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councils. As one officer noted, there was a dissonance between elite freedom and officer 
constraints:  

Initially, when Facebook came out, there was a message from ICT saying …that staff were 
spending an inordinate amount of time on it, so it had become one of the blocked sites…like 
Hotmail and personal email sites that are blocked here, Twitter’s blocked. (Communications 
officer, Mayoral council) 

Citizens may be using social media to talk to councils and councillors, but this has not always led to a 
concomitant loosening of constraints on council staff. 

Councillors had also been cautioned or sanctioned by standards committees or parties for social 
media use.  All of the councillors interviewed mentioned the need to be careful about online 
utterances: 

‘So I have interacted less, which I think, you know, that was my point at the time, was you’re 
expected, well lots of people say they want politicians to talk the language, not that I swore, 
but like talk like an ordinary person and engage with  people.  And you do that and you get 
reported or threatened with reporting to the Standards Board for England…’ (Chair of Health 
Scrutiny Committee) 

And then I suppose I sit on the regional board for the Labour party and recently I had to do a 
disciplinary hearing, where someone had badly mismanaged their social media…And I think 
it just makes everyone step back a bit and think about what they’re tweeting and what 
they’re putting on Facebook. (Backbench member)  

But what people want from their politicians, is people who are like them but people who are 
whiter than white and better.  Well it’s a really difficult line to tread, you know, I’m a real 
person, I smoke cigarettes, I drink beer, I watch football, I dance, you know, I make cakes, 
you know, I do all of these sorts of things.  I also go out to community groups and I do 
community garden clean ups and I do children’s parties and, you know, blar, blar, blar, all 
the rest of it.  It’s really difficult to get that balance across of everything. (Cabinet member) 

There were a number of areas of control or resistance. The influence of the formal rules and 
sanctions related to standards codes was one, as noted above, and the role of Monitoring Officers, 
the official guardians of council constitutions, was another. The latter was evident in the results of 
the survey of Monitoring Officers carried out for the study which showed two variables, length of 
service and personal experience of social media as having a strongly positive relationship with 
resistance to constitutional change in relation to social media, (length of service was used here 
partly as a proxy for age, as monitoring officer are statutory and usually therefore senior posts 
within council structures). The survey showed that monitoring officers were largely wary of social 
media use by councillors and resistant to any rule changes.   The survey of monitoring officers 
revealed what Hepburn calls an ‘almost sclerotic anxiety associated with using the new ICTs’ 
(2014:15) 

Incumbents’ repertoires of resistance (Schneiberg and Clemens 2006), it might be expected, were 
likely to have a dampening effect on councillors’ continued use of social media.  There is evidence 
that some councillors are, in spite of the problems identified above, embracing social media.  This 
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indicates that local representatives are finding social media useful in performing their roles as 
councillors.  In some cases they are also, internally, contending the status quo, continuing those 
practices in spite of being reported to standards committees for breaches of the codes (in one case 
three times). They are, it would appear, adapting and incorporating social media into their own 
repertoires as councillors, and thereby also creating an ‘internal movement building dimension’ 
(della Porta and Diani 1999).  By ‘doing’ politics in this way they are helping to create an 
environment in which social media use and digitally enabled discourse becomes legitimate, within 
the rules, and, eventually the new norm. 

Adaptation and incorporation 

Why were some councillors so interested in incorporating social media into their own repertoires in 
spite of the difficulties?  Not all councillors are enthusiastic: many are reluctant users.  Some 
confined themselves to ‘broadcast’ mode.  Their content tended to be what Landsbergen described 
as stuck in ‘providing a stream of information mode’ (2010:140): 

‘I’m using it to get messages out, rather than messages in.  I use it, because there are things that 
people are interested in, (for that it’s) very, very good.  And they don’t get in the newspaper and 
they don’t get on the telly. 

Several councillors in council which had embraced social media earlier than others spoke of the need 
to ‘tweet what they were told’ by their party, in this case Labour.  Good news about the success of 
council initiatives was sent out in a cascade and at the end of the cascade was the local councillor 
who was then expected to tweet it to his or her followers. Although this was not whipped, 
councillors spoke of the Whip mentioning that their tweets had been seen indicating at least an 
informal monitoring role. 

Several explanations for councillors adopting social media emerged from the study; it was seen as a 
way of improving standing and career prospects within the party structures, as a way of gaining 
legitimacy outside elections through personalisation and as a different way of reinforcing the role of 
the local representative. 

In order to understand the way in which social media was being used to improve standing and career 
prospect within the party structures, it is necessary to return to the different categories of elected 
representative contained within classic representative theory (Pitkin 1967, Judge 1999).  In this 
categorisation there are three typical styles of representation; delegates, trustees and politicos.  
Delegates have been mandated by their parties or stakeholders, constraining their ability to act as 
independent agents (Judge 199:96), trustees are free agents in the Burkean sense (Pitkin 1967:174), 
Judge (1999: 47), and politicos are seen as able to be more flexible in their style of operation, 
incorporating some elements of the other categories (Rao 1998:31).   

The interviews confirmed that digitally confident councillors with a ‘delegate’ profile, primarily 
Labour, were sometimes using social media as a platform for individual political advancement within 
the party, or even as a way of positioning themselves as a potential parliamentary candidate. Social 
media output was aimed at seeking increased visibility within the party for promotion and position.  
One councillor spoke of the need to raise his own profile:  
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No, but…maybe my ambitions lie slightly beyond representing [Cobbtown] forever, god bless 
them….there’s a vacancy for Cabinet, which means, well I’ve thrown my hat in. So if my 
colleagues, who are all my Facebook friends, tweet “oh look he’s got in the Voice [a national 
Black newspaper] and he’s got in the [Cobbtown] Advertiser”;  it hopefully wouldn’t do me 
any harm as being someone who is busy and active and all the rest of it. (Scrutiny Chair) 

Using social media to create profile within the party may well be a successful strategy; Rallings et al., 
in their study of the recruitment of local councillors, found that visibility in community participation 
and social engagement increased the likelihood of selection (2010:369). Another councillor indicated 
that some gaming went on in creating visibility within the party group: 

And, of course, and interestingly, there’s one in the Labour Party, hashtag Labour Doorstep.  
So now whenever you go out on the doorstep knocking there’s a hashtag Labour Doorstep.  
Now I know people who have put that Twitter, that hashtag on the bottom of a [tweet] and 
they’ve been sat in the pub. (Cabinet member) 

Retweeting political allies was also deemed important as a way of strengthening networks and 
reciprocity within the party.  Retweeting was seen as a compliment, doing someone a favour which 
was then likely to be reciprocated further increasing profile and reach. 

Councillors were also engaged in using the affordances of social media to gain legitimacy through 
the creation and development of a more personalised form of identity with which voters could more 
easily identify.  Enli and Skogerbø claimed that the current personalisation of politics through social 
media was related to the ‘popularisation’ of politics where increasing media competition for exciting 
stories and headlines meant politicians were forced to ‘…present themselves as multidimensional 
persons with personal and private sides…’ (2014:759).   

Apter (2006) also argued that informal political expression was becoming increasingly important in 
politics eg. personal stories from politicians about a hard childhood. Apter’s contended that such 
informal expressions should not be seen as frivolous or irrelevant as they enabled politicians to 
make politics seem part of everyday life, part of the full range of democratic processes (2006:251).  
This echoes Eulau and Karps’ concept of symbolic responsiveness (1997:241) where politicians 
consciously use public gestures to create a sense of trust between representatives and represented.     

In the case study councils the main mechanism for the creation of a more personalised identity was 
the placing of some personal and informal information in the public domain, particularly online. 
Councillors were using platforms such as Facebook and Twitter to express aspects of their lives and 
their personalities which blurred the boundaries of what might traditionally be called politics by 
sharing aspects of their private lives such as to which football teams they followed, what they were 
eating and what their children were doing.   

Why were they doing this?  Rosanvallon (2011:191) provides one explanation. He argued that 
personalisation could reduce the distance between citizens and politicians, providing a ‘a regime of 
immediacy’, and ‘quotidian familiarity in a space without hierarchical gradations’ which may give 
citizens a new sense that they knew or had proximity to politicians without having met them. In 
other words, by making citizens feel that they ‘knew’ or were familiar with the politician, trust would 
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be increased. Rosanvallon describes this as the ‘politics of presence’ and argued that formal 
mandates were diminishing in importance as a source of political legitimacy as a result (ibid:199).  

The way in which this personalisation, this blurring of boundaries of the personal and political 
(Rogstad 2013:689), which is a key feature of social media, manifested itself across the four case 
study authorities was remarkably similar.  For all of the councillors interviewed providing online 
evidence of local identity and an interest in local issues was of primary importance to their role as an 
elected representative (see Rao 1998:27). Mentions or retweets were regularly made about personal 
visits to local shops, businesses or restaurants, with even visits to the dentist being harnessed in the 
service of developing a strong local identity: 

Congratulations tooth dental on being a finalist in #[Lansbury] @LBS_Business Awards! 
#[Lansbury’s] rooting for you. http://bit.ly/1koLLL4fTx (Executive member) 

Rehearsing this use of personally acquired local information and contacts appeared to enable 
councillors to reinforce, both consciously and unconsciously, messages about their local identity as 
trusted people who shop, work and take their leisure in the area rather than as more distant elites.  

Explanations for some of this behaviour can be related to traditional vote seeking behaviour. As 
Fenno (1975:51) observed,  mobilising voter trust and confidence in this symbolic manner recognises 
that, particularly at the local level, voters are often prepared to go outside their party political 
affiliations.  Using the ideas advanced by Goffman in ‘The Presentation of Self’ (1959), he argued 
that creating a ‘home style’ for politicians was important in developing that symbolic responsiveness 
through a series of verbal and non-verbal impressions (Fenno 1977: 898).  Blumler and Kavanagh 
(1999:224) similarly claimed that in media rich environment politicians must work harder to 
demonstrate their ‘regular guy’ qualities because the proliferation of media channels means the 
dilution of politics into human interest stories.  Social media affords new opportunities to create that 
sense of the ‘person’ rather than the ‘politician’.   

There was also a minority view, mainly expressed by female councillors, that personal life and 
political life should be strictly compartmentalised, which is illustrated by one councillor’s views: 

I’ve become very disciplined, I think you have to when you’ve got a full time job and you’re a 
councillor and you still want to have a private life, to actually be very, very disciplined about 
when one stops and the other finishes.’  ..Everything is out there, I am very conscious of this. 
(Backbench member) 

In addition, councillors were revealed to be using social media to strengthen their role as a local 
leader. In this context ‘local leadership’ is used to mean behaviours which go beyond a managerial 
focus on service delivery.  Local leadership is defined as looking beyond transactionality towards a 
territorially based vision for the locality, with an outward rather than a ‘town hall’ focus. It is used in 
preference to the term ‘community leadership’ which was used extensively by the Labour 
government (ODPM 2005, Lowndes & Wilson 2001).   In this construction of community leadership, 
councillors act as ‘nodes’ or ‘hubs’ for localities, as a trusted and well-networked source of local 
information and as an advocate for the locality.  These three quotes illustrate that role in different 
ways.  The first shows how the councillor’s blog is speaking back into the council as well as outward 
to residents: 
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And many people have come up to me, oh I read that on your blog, thanks for letting me 
know, I didn’t know what was happening, thank you, you know.  And it’s not just local 
residents because I have two roles, I have a local, you know, issue, where I have sort of 
pastoral, but also the strategic, I’m a strategic councillor as well, a councillor for the 
authority, so I get the message out….I walk into…the staff meeting and they say, thanks for 
keeping us informed, [I say] well what have I done now?  And they say, no I read your blog, I 
follow you on Twitter, you know.  (Cabinet member, London borough) 

The second, a quote from a rural councillor’s Twitter feed during the floods in the winter of 2012 
demonstrates the local councillor’s potential role in an emergency.  At a time when there is a lot of 
information and misinformation swirling around, the information which comes from a councillor can 
have added legitimacy and weight and therefore be more trusted by residents.  In this case the 
councillor had gone down to the harbour to check the situation and speak to the emergency 
services: 

@AWallington: River in Portleven overflowing at parts flooding the surrounding area 

The final quote illustrates the very, very local role at the heart of a rural community aimed at 
brokering help and assistance: 

@jane_farrington: Friend’s dad has been taken into hospital meaning his mum urgently 
needs a relief milker in North Barnbrook (Backbench councillor, rural unitary)  

Councillors, it might be hypothesised, are ‘remembering’ their role as community leaders (DETR 
1998) or perhaps reclaiming their roles from the somewhat etiolated version provided by the 
narratives of the era of the ‘new public management’ and ‘professionalism (Copus 2014 ibid).  The 
unmediated nature of discourse with the public facilitated by social media hints at the possible 
seizing back of the political and advocacy role of councillors from the more recent expert and 
managerial constraints. Councillors in the study were trying to trying to grow their informal authority 
outside the electoral mandate, developing, it could be argued, visible legitimacy mechanisms beyond 
the ballot-box. The utility of using social media to enhance the representative role and build trust 
emerges from these accounts, but there is also an emerging story to be explored further. That story 
is about the dissonance or gap between formal organisational rules and everyday practice. 

Discussion 

Has the existing governance infrastructure (Hepburn 2012:384) broken down with the advent of 
social media? Certainly the relationship with the institutional ‘rules in use’ in the case study councils 
seems at times tenuous (Ostrom, 1986, 1999, Lowndes and Wilson 2003, Lowndes et al 2006). There 
was token observance of the formal conventions with regard to social media use in the case study 
councils.  In some cases councillors’ practices had already diverged substantially from the existing 
codes and rules.  Digitally confident councillors had accepted the contentions of social media and 
moved on to adaptation and accommodation. Their practices were largely decoupled from the 
institutions within which they were operating (Meyer and Rowan (1977:357).  Crouch in his work 
about institutional entrepreneurship indicated that this was to be expected at times of rapid change. 
He reflected that: 
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‘… human individuals are assumed to operate in a permanent dilemma between following 
the rules of the institution within which they operate and challenging, breaking, innovating 
against, those rules’. (2005:19) 

Digitally confident councillors were moving towards dialogue with citizens and that dialogue was 
taking place not within an environment shaped and controlled by the institutions of the council, but 
one that was marching to a different rhythm and time signature. One of the councillors interviewed, 
from a large rural unitary council, had even dispensed with formal ward surgeries altogether, 
communicating with citizens only through social media channels and supplemented by attendance 
at key community meetings, but this was unique in the study. More typical was the way in which 
some councillors had moved to add social media engagement with citizens to their repertoire as a 
local representative.  They had adapted their repertoires to address and accommodate the need for 
speed and responsiveness, to meet the demand for more visibility and a more personal style and 
they had begun to diffuse and promote these modes of operation to their peers as new norms. 

It is through these everyday practices of using social media that new digital models are beginning to 
evolve. Massey (2006:154) argued that it was through ‘doing’ that new rules are created and 
maintained.  The old ‘rules’ or ways of operating might appear to be weakened or broken, but it is 
argued that new digital models are beginning to evolve from ‘doing’.  

It was interesting to note that in the case studies political parties or at least the Labour Party, have 
emerged as having already adapted their practices, insofar as providing evidence of the use of Whips 
to monitor councillors’ Twitter feeds and have also begun to try to control messaging with a cascade 
approach.  This merits further investigation. It is also interesting to note that of all the control 
mechanisms the one which seemed to survive the dislocation caused by social media was that of 
party control.  ‘Don’t bring the party into disrepute’ was strongly voiced by Labour councillors in 
particular and was rated as more significant than the danger of bringing the council into disrepute. 
Councillors in this case were responding to social media with a primarily party orientation, as 
‘delegates’.   For independent councillors and those from other political parties this party loyalty was 
articulated, or replaced, by a strong sense of the local, of loyalty to voters. 

While the lack of formal responses to social media, such as changes to the constitution, might mean 
that its importance is marginalised or downplayed by incumbents in councils, the case studies 
demonstrate that some evolution can be observed.  Much of the output from local councillors on 
social media is still taking place in broadcast mode and is very dull, but context is important. The 
current practices are beginning to change, it is argued, because they are taking place within a wider 
context of social media use in society; a wider social movement which is noisy, innovative and at 
times iconoclastic.  Outside the confines and limits of local government the contentions of that social 
movement have already been at least partly accepted and practices adapted and within local 
government it can be seen in the practices of the early adopters. Digital models from elsewhere are 
likely to be borrowed and subsequently diffused in local government. The three mechanisms of 
diffusion identified by Soule (2004:301) of reciprocation, where early adopters gain from diffusion 
and promote new ways of operation, of adaption, where innovations are adapted to fit different 
circumstances and finally accommodation, where fairly alien practices are tailored or converted to 
fit the local organisational culture and context, are all likely to come into play. 
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It is through these re-combinations of old and new elements, that Hensmans (2003:361) and Crouch 
(2005:19) contended that new models and archetypes would be created in a process of change. It is 
through this process, this informal and non-conforming behaviour of agents, that institutional 
entrepreneurs recombine elements or fragments of existing rules with new and emerging rules to 
shift the institutional positions.  How quickly those new models emerge depends very much on the 
organisational biography and context, as Crouch notes it is: 

…partly dependent upon the degree of flexibility allowed them by the institution, partly on 
the external positive and negative sanctions that will likely follow non-conformist behaviour 
and partly on norms that they have internalised about the ranges of conduct that are 
compatible with their sense of themselves. (Crouch 2005:19) 

The decoupling of councillors from the formal rules and practices of the organisation during this 
experimentation phase, it could be argued, allows risk and failure to be contained without 
destabilising core institutional processes. This potentially provides learning for the institution which 
can turn can incorporate that learning over time into new legitimating logics for new models.   
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